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The scenes Mariana Laín is painting form frontier spaces: pleasant sceneries, though 
nostalgic and perturbing; abstract as to their geometry, but representing very concrete 
moments; they are anecdotal paintings, but able to catapult our minds towards 
universality; concentrated on their stillness but often carrying our eyes beyond the 
bounds of the scene; paintings of instants that, however, may intend to be viewed as a 
series of images relating something less momentary. 

  

Mostly her paintings are small or medium size, landscapes with a few persons 
observing something taking place outside the picture, or people watching sports or any 
other activity in an attitude of thoughtfulness. Not much attention is paid to detail in 
these paintings smoothened by the density of the air. The surfaces appear treated with 
delicacy, as if the brush was used for quiet caresses instead of strokes. The light is 
intense and the range of colours very restricted. In previous works by Mariana Laín, the 
colour range of the principal figures also was very restricted - rather a variation of 
shades than strictly of colours - but the colours extracted from those figures stayed on 
in the paintings, stored up in monochrome fields still in the visual field. The migration of 
colours has continued: they have fled the pictorial space. 

  

The figures in these paintings inhabit private and public space at the same time: they 
participate in what's going on, but you perceive them as isolated one from the other, 
each one capsulated in his/hers space of mind. Their eyes get lost searching objects 
somewhere outside the scene. In other cases, you see the figures from behind or the 
definition of their eyes is so subtle they hardly exist, hindering their thoughts from 
expressing. 

  

Mariana is a introvert person, whom we believe we come to know through her 
paintings, which are pure mental energy. There is one way of painting where figures 
and motives help to represent or symbolize the activities depicted. In front of Mariana's 
paintings, we find ourselves at the opposite pole: all activity turns into a state of mind, 
silent, absorbing, which contaminates the world with its peculiar colour and mystery. 

 

  

	  


